In the one-dimensional cutting stock problem with usable leftovers (1DCSPUL), items of the current order are cut from stock bars to minimize material cost. Here, stock bars include both standard ones bought commercially and old leftovers generated in processing previous orders, and cutting patterns often include new leftovers that are usable in processing subsequent orders. Leftovers of the same length are considered to be of the same type. The number of types of leftovers should be limited to simplify the cutting process and reduce the storage area. This paper presents an integer programming model for the 1DCSPUL with limited leftover types and describes a heuristic algorithm based on a column-generation procedure to solve it. Computational results show that the proposed approach is more effective than several published algorithms in reducing trim loss, especially when the number of types of leftovers is limited.
Introduction
Cutting and packing problems have attracted much research interest (Beeker and Appa, 2015; Cui et al., 2015; Moreira de Carvalho et al., 2015) . One such problem is the one-dimensional cutting stock problem (1DCSP). In the 1DCSP, a set of item types with specified lengths and demands is cut from linear objects (such as bars, tubes, and profiles; this paper only refers to bars) to manufacture various products. This problem appears in many industries such as the manufacturing of various vehicles, ships, doors, windows, and iron-made furniture. Good policies and algorithms are expected to improve material utilization in these situations.
In the one-dimensional multiple stock size cutting stock problem (1DMSSCSP), m types of items with length i l and demand i d ( 1, , i m =  ) are cut from n types of stock bars with length j L and supply j D ( 1, , j n =  ) such that the material cost (total cost of bars used) is minimized. Studies have often set the cost of a bar as the bar length. The cost can also be set to include purchasing costs and other related expenses such as those incurred for shipping and handling. The 1DMSSCSP generalizes the one-dimensional single stock size cutting stock problem (1DSSSCSP) in which there is only one bar type ( 1 n = ). As in previous studies, we assume that the lengths of both bars and items are integers.
The solution of the 1DCSP is a cutting plan that contains a set of different cutting patterns with corresponding frequencies (number of times a pattern is to be used). Each pattern uses a particular type of bar and includes some required items; the total length of the included items should not exceed the bar length. In the 1DCSP with usable leftovers (1DCSPUL), the residual length of a pattern is considered a leftover if it is not shorter than a threshold length and as trim-loss otherwise. Leftovers can be returned to stock for future use. The objective of solving the 1DCSPUL is often to minimize the material cost (difference between total cost of used bars and total value of generated leftovers, where if the cost of a bar is equal to the bar length, then the value of a leftover can also be set to be the leftover length).
Multiple bar types are useful for improving material utilization because they expand the solution space. When the number of standard bar types that can be bought commercially is very small, leftovers should be considered to improve material utilization.
Successive orders are processed when applying the policy of allowing leftovers (Cherri et al., 2013) . A 1DCSPUL instance is solved for each order, with the objective of minimizing the material cost of the current order. This objective is reasonable because the information of the next orders is not known when the current order is being processed. In this paper, the following definitions for usable leftovers are used:
Old leftovers: Leftovers that are generated in the cutting processes of previous orders and that can be used as stock bars to produce items in the current order; also referred to as non-standard bar types.
New leftovers: Leftovers generated in the cutting process of the current order and returned to stock for future use. ( )
Symbols corresponding to generation of patterns:
( ) 0 k β = denotes that no leftover is generated, in which case it is said that a null leftover is generated. 
Formula (1-1) indicates that the objective is to minimize the material cost.
Constraint (1-2) means that the item demands must be met. Constraint (1-3) means that the number of bars of each type used should not exceed the supply. Constraint (1) (2) (3) (4) means that the frequency of each pattern is a non-negative integer.
For a particular pattern k P , 1, , k K =  , the following constraint should be met:
It means that the total length of the included items and the new leftover should not exceed the bar length.
Leftovers often accumulate when successive orders are processed. To make the inventory level of leftovers reasonable, some researchers have proposed the use of an upper bound on the number of leftovers. Cui and Yang's (2010) model places an upper bound on the number of each UL-type. Arenales et al.'s (2015) model uses an overall upper bound on the total number of leftovers. This paper also uses an overall upper bound maxUL N on the total number of leftovers. It means that
holds when processing each order. We use 1DCSPUL_BN to denote that an overall upper Bound on the total Number of leftovers is used.
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The number of possible UL-types may reach several thousands. In practical applications, a small number of UL-types are often expected in stock. This paper considers the constraint on the number of UL-types (referred to as the Bound on the number of leftover Types (BT) constraint). The related problem is referred to as the 1DCSPUL_BNT (1DCSPUL with Bounds on both the Number of leftovers and the number of leftover Types). Although the total number of possible UL-types G is often large, the BT constraint requires at most g ( g G << ) UL-types to be in stock, i.e., g λ ≤ holds when processing each order. The BT constraint is considered for the following reasons:
(1) Limitation of work area: Each new UL-type generated when processing the current order forms a stack (possibly in a bin). Therefore, the BT constraint is required for the available work area.
(2) Limitation of storage area. The storage area may be separated from the work area. It stores the UL-types accumulated in processing previous orders for future use. Therefore, the BT constraint is also required for the available storage area.
(3) Requirement of pattern reduction. Pattern reduction (reducing the number of patterns in the cutting plan) is necessary for some applications, where a setup cost is incurred for each new pattern. It is possible to have fewer patterns in the cutting plan when the frequency of a pattern using a UL-type is less limited. As the frequency of a pattern using a UL-type is restricted by the corresponding available supply, large average supply of the UL-types is helpful for pattern reduction. The average supply of the UL-types decreases with an increase in g . This means that a large g value hinders pattern reduction, although it may be useful for improving material utilization. Both the setup and the material costs should be considered for selecting an appropriate g value. Therefore, the BT constraint is also necessary for pattern reduction.
The existing approaches for the 1DCSPUL can deal with the BT constraint by specifying the lengths of the g UL-types to be considered as inputs. Arenales et al.'s (2015) model allows all possible UL-types; however, in the experiment, only three UL-types are allowed, and their lengths (200, 300, and 400) are specified as inputs.
Specifying the UL-types to stock often deteriorates the solution quality for the following two reasons:
(1) The number of possible combinations of g UL-types is very large. Many other combinations may yield better solutions for the current order.
(2) The average solution quality may deteriorate seriously because the same combination is used for all orders. This paper proposes an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for the 1DCSPUL_BNT. This model allows different combinations of UL-types when processing successive orders and determines the best combination for each current order to minimize the material cost. A two-phase algorithm is presented to solve the model heuristically. The computational results indicate that the model is more effective than existing ones in reducing trim-loss, manipulation, and storage area when the BT constraint is applied; the algorithm is also more effective than several published algorithms in solving the basic 1DCSPUL.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review. Section 3 presents the formulation of the 1DCSPUL_BNT. Section 4 describes the solution approach. Section 5 presents the computational results. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions.
Literature review
The 1DCSP can be formulated as an ILP problem (Belov and Scheithauer, 2002; Valerio de Carvalho, 2005; Belov and Scheithauer, 2006) Two basic types of approaches are mainly used for the 1DCSP. The first type is column-generation-based approaches. These approaches can be either exact or heuristic in nature. Scheithauer (2002, 2006) and Valerio de Carvalho (2005) have proposed exact algorithms. Although their computation times for large instances may be long, approximate solutions can be obtained by using a time limit to stop the computation to select the best solution obtained so far. Heuristic algorithms usually solve the LR and apply rounding procedures to a generally non-integral solution (Gilmore and Gomory, 1963) . They often lead to a proved optimum for the 1DCSPSSS, because the value obtained from rounding-up the LR solution value is often equal to that of the integer problem and is thus an effective lower bound (Scheithauer and Terno, 1995) . The modified integer round-up property conjecture (Scheithauer and Terno, 1995) states that the gap between these values is always not larger than two. For the 1DCSPMSS, the combinations of different bar types help to improve material utilization; however, it is more difficult to find optimum solutions because of the complicated behaviour of the objective function (Belov and Scheithauer, 2002) .
The second type of approach includes those based on the sequential heuristic procedure (SHP). These approaches generate each next pattern in the current cutting plan to fulfil some portion of the remaining demand and repeat until all demands are met. Multiple cutting plans can be generated using different parameters to select the best one. The SHP has the flexibility to consider practical restrictions and objectives such as open-stacks minimization (Belov and Scheithauer, 2007) and pattern reduction (Foerster and Wäscher, 2000; Yanasse and Limeira, 2006; Cui 2012 ).
In the 1DCSPUL_BNT addressed in this paper, successive orders are processed according to the arrival sequence. The demands of the items in each order must be met exactly. The items in the current order must be cut from available bars in stock (initially, only the standard bars bought from suppliers). Both the standard bars not used and the leftovers generated are carried on for use in processing the next orders. The inventory levels of standard bars are assumed to be constant, because they can be obtained from the warehouses of the suppliers with short lead time. The inventory level (total number) of leftovers may fluctuate; however, it should not exceed the specified upper bound.
Although many UL-types can be considered, at most g types are allowed in stock after completing each order. The objective is to minimize the material cost in completing each order. The ILP model proposed in this paper accurately depicts the 1DCSPUL_BNT. The proposed Two-Phase algorithm for the 1DCSPUL_BNT (TPBNT) solves the problem heuristically. The default range for the leftover lengths is determined based on the maximum standard bar length. The motivations and properties of this policy are described in the paragraphs below in comparison with algorithms reported in literature.
Some algorithms for the 1DCSPUL allow the generation of only one leftover in a cutting plan (Gradisar et al., 1999a; Gradisar et al., 1999b; Gradisar and Trkman, 2005) .
In contrast, the TPBNT allows the generation of multiple leftovers, where each pattern contains at most one leftover. This can often lead to better material utilization, although the cutting workload may be increased slightly because of the generation of multiple leftovers.
The TPBNT explicitly considers an upper bound on the number of leftovers, whereas some published algorithms (Scheithauer, 1991; Cherri et al., 2009; Cherri et al., 2013) do not. In processing successive orders, observing the upper-bound constraint is helpful to keep the inventory level of the leftovers under control. The upper bound is necessary when there is a budget limit on the total value of the leftovers in inventory.
Although Cui and Yang's (2010) and Arenales et al.'s (2015) models allow the generation of multiple leftovers and consider the upper bound on the number of leftovers, they do not consider the BT constraint. As described previously in Section 1, these two models can be used to solve the 1DCSPUL_BNT by specifying g UL-types as inputs. The TPBNT optimizes the UL-types by explicitly considering the BT constraint. The computational results in this paper show that optimizing the UL-types is more effective than specifying the UL-types in reducing trim-loss, manipulation, and storage area.
Problem formulation
To formulate the 1DCSPUL_BNT, some additional symbols are defined as follows:
Flag for using type-j leftovers, 1, , The 1DCSPUL_BNT can be formulated as the following ILP model (2):
The number of constraints in (2-2)-(2-8) is 2 3 m n G λ + + + + . The number of
Formula (2-1) indicates that the objective is to minimize the material cost.
Constraint (2-2) means that the item demands must be met. Constraint If leftovers of type-j are generated ( )  is the number of novel UL-types generated. It is not necessary to consider non-novel new UL-types because of constraint (2-7). For example, if a non-novel leftover is generated, then the old leftovers of the same type cannot be used; therefore, the number of remaining UL-types is not affected. 
Solution approach

Overview of TPBNT
The ILP model can be rewritten as follows:
The ILP model refers to Model (3) from here on.
The original problem includes all items of the order. A residual problem includes some portion of the items. The TPBNT solves the ILP model in two phases. Residual problems are solved repeatedly by column-generation in Phase-1. The ILP model is solved using an optimization solver in Phase-2 over some patterns generated in Phase-1.
Let Γ be the set of patterns considered in Phase-2. Initially, let the remaining items include all items of the order. The procedure of the TPBNT is as follows: 
The classical dynamic programming recursion (Kellerer et al., 2004) can be used to solve the problem. It has the all-capacity property: once the solution to the largest bar length 1 L is obtained, the solution to any bar length L is also obtained,
. The complexity of the recursion is ( ) ( ) In this procedure, Step 3 considers patterns that do not contain leftovers. Steps 4-6 consider patterns using a bar of type-α and generating a new leftover of type-β , where n α ≤ in Step 4 indicates that a new leftover can be generated only when the pattern uses standard bar types. Let V be the value of a pattern determined in Step 3 or 6. The following two paragraphs illustrate how the best V value and the corresponding best pattern are achieved, which is followed by the termination criterion. 
AdmitPats Procedure
In
Step 1 of the TPBNT, the SolveLPM procedure obtains the optimal solution of the current LR, where the frequencies of the patterns in the optimal solution are positive and often fractional (patterns of zero frequencies are not considered). In
Step 2 of the TPBNT, the AdmitPats procedure is called to admit some of the patterns into the Phase-1 solution to meet the demands of some remaining items.
Let curUL N be the total number of leftovers and cur g , the number of UL-types currently in stock. Step 1. Sort the patterns of the optimal LR solution according to the non-increasing order of their frequencies. Let 0 admitted n = .
Step 2. Consider the patterns one by one using Steps 3-11. Go to Step 12 when all patterns are considered.
Step 3. Go to Step 2 if R α = 0, because the related bar type is used up. Go to Step 4 otherwise.
Step 4. Let
Step 5. If 0 f R α > then let 0 f R α = to consider the bar supply.
Step 6. Let
let 0 f k = to avoid surplus items. Go to Step 9 if β = 0.
Step 7 Step 8. If R β = 0, admitting P will generate a novel leftover type; then, let 0 f = 0 if cur g g = to guarantee that the upper bound of the UL-types is not exceeded.
Step 9. If 0 f = 0, then go to Step 2 to consider the next pattern.
Step 10 Step 11. If (
, then terminate the procedure; otherwise, go to Step 2 to consider the next pattern.
Step 12. If 0 admitted n = , then admit the special pattern with 0 1 f = .
Step 11, at most
 patterns will be admitted in each call of the procedure; when the largest frequency of patterns in the LR solution is smaller than 1, at most one pattern will be admitted in each call.
This procedure guarantees that at least one pattern is admitted because of Step 12, where the special pattern uses a bar type with positive supply and does not contain any leftover; its frequency can be set to be 1 without producing surplus items because constraint i i z r ≤ is guaranteed by Model (4), i I ∈ .
Computational results
The TPBNT was coded in C# and executed on a Dell computer (Inspiron 3847,
Intel Core i5-4440 3.3 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM), and the MILP solver CPLEX Version 12.5 was used as the optimization engine. The time limit for the computation in Phase-2 was 5 s.
Although the TPBNT is designed to solve the 1DCSPUL_BNT, it can also solve the 1DCSPUL and the 1DCSPUL_BN by using infinite bounds. In the following sub-sections, first, parameter values are introduced, and then, several sets of benchmark
instances are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the TPBNT. 
. The default parameter is γ = 0.0001. By default, the objective of the TPBNT may be approximately seen as minimizing the net bar length (difference between the total length of the bars used and that of the new leftovers generated) because of the small γ value. Considering that leftover reduction (reducing the number of leftovers in stock) is often desirable, γ = 0.005 is used by the TPBNT to consider this auxiliary objective. The computational results are shown in Table 1 , where "leftover reduction" is the number of leftovers reduced, which is equal to the difference between the number of non-standard bars used and the number of new leftovers generated. Both the trim loss and the leftover reduction values are averaged over all instances. The TPBNT yielded the smallest trim loss and the largest leftover reduction, indicating that it is effective in solving the instances. The average computation time of an instance is 15.4 seconds for the TPBNT.
Processing orders independently
It can be seen as reasonable for practical applications. The average computation time is 22.6 seconds for the best algorithm in Cherri et al. (2009) , on a computer of 3GHz CPU and 2GB RAM; it is 1.6 seconds for the algorithm in Cui and Yang (2010) , on a computer of Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E4500 2.20GHz and 1GB RAM. When the default value = γ 0.0001 is used, the average trim loss and leftover reduction values of the TPBNT are respectively 0 and 21.1. In other words, the TPBNT solved all instances to optimality if trim loss minimization is the only objective to consider.
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Processing orders dependently
Cherri et al.'s (2013) algorithms also solve the basic 1DCSPUL. They were tested on orders that were processed successively using a computer with a Pentium IV 3.2 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM. The leftovers generated in processing the current order can be used in processing the next orders.
There The 12 orders in a group are processed successively. This is equivalent to 12 successive periods in each of which an order must be processed. Cherri et al. (2013) used discounted costs of leftovers to reduce the inventory level of leftovers. However, this approach cannot constrain the total number of leftovers and number of UL-types.
The TPBNT uses the following parameters to make fair comparisons: maxUL N g = = +∞.
Considering that Cherri et al. (2013) used the total number of leftovers in stock after 12 periods as an indicator to evaluate the solution quality, the TPBNT uses γ = 0.05 in the last period and the default value in other periods; default values are used for the other parameters. Using a larger γ value in the last period is useful to reduce the total number of leftovers in stock after 12 periods. Table 2 summarizes the computational results, where 'no. of leftovers' denotes the number of leftovers after 12 periods (averaged over 20 groups in the set) and t , the computation time; both the computation time and the trim loss are averaged over all instances in the set. The RGRLP is Cherri et al.'s (2013) best algorithm. The TPBNT yielded better values for all parameters. For the instances of the first set, the trim loss was 17.46% (3.3/18.9 = 17.46%) of that of the RGRLP; for the instances of the second set, the trim loss was only 0.33% (5.1/1545.1 = 0.33%) of that of the RGRLP. Therefore, the TPBNT is more effective than the RGRLP in solving these two sets of basic 1DCSPUL instances. 
Considering BT constraint
The 18 classes of instances often used in solving the 1DCSP with pattern reduction (Foerster and Wäscher, 2000; Yanasse and Limeira, 2006; Cui, 2012) are used. Each class contains 100 instances whose properties are summarized in Table 3 , where d denotes the average demand of an item type and items L , the total length of the items in a class. There is one standard bar type of length 1000. Only the first 20 instances in each class were solved by the TPBNT to reduce the total computation time. As mentioned previously in the literature review, existing models (Cui and Yang, 2010; Arenales et al., 2015) can be used to solve the 1DCSPUL_BNT by specifying g UL-types as inputs, whereas the TPBNT optimizes the UL-types by explicitly considering the BT constraint. The TPBNT also specifies the UL-types if First, we demonstrate that when the same g value is used by both methods, using the optimizing method will lead to significant reduction in trim-loss. T is the total trim-loss length of a class, and A U is the material utilization determined as It is known from Table 3 that the average item length of Classes 7-12 is larger than that of Classes 1-6. The results in Table 5 show that the U Δ values are larger in Classes 7-12 than in Classes 1-6, indicating that the effect of optimizing the UL-types is generally stronger when the average item length is larger. Table 3 . They should be useful to future researchers for comparing their algorithms with the TPBNT. Table 6 shows that the total trim-loss length generally decreases with increasing g value, but occasionally increases slightly. This is not surprising because the TPBNT is a heuristic algorithm.
Second, we demonstrate that using the optimizing method can significantly reduce the manipulation and storage area without increasing the trim-loss.
Considering that comparing the results of all classes is tedious, the total trim-loss of all classes is used. The total trim-loss is 11505307 for the optimizing method with = g 6. Table 7 shows the total trim-losses for the specifying method with different g values, where 1 g denotes the maximum number of UL-types actually stored in stock. Assume that bins are used to hold the leftovers and that each bin is used for holding one UL-type. The necessary storage area increases with the number of bins used.
The following observations can be made from the results:
(1) Using the optimizing method can significantly reduce the storage area. The specifying method requires 11 bins to yield a trim-loss of 11577591, whereas the optimizing method uses only 6 bins to yield approximately the same trim-loss.
(2) Using the optimizing method can reduce the manipulation of leftovers because of the small number of UL-types in stock.
(3) For the specifying method, although 1 g the maximum number of UL-types actually stored in stock is generally smaller than g , it may reach g in the worst case, if additional instances are generated and solved. The number of bins reserved for holding the leftovers should be equal to g , in response to the worst case.
Conclusions
For practical applications, it is often expected to keep only a small number of UL-types in stock. Existing approaches can limit the number of UL-types by specifying their lengths as inputs. The proposed approach explicitly considers the constraint on the number of UL-types and determines the UL-types to stock through optimization.
Compared with the specifying method, optimizing the UL-types often leads to significant reduction in trim-loss. For the benchmark instances tested in Section 5.4, optimizing the UL-types leads to more than 30% reduction in trim-loss.
For practical applications, reductions in manipulation and storage area are also expected. The computational results in Section 5.4 show that to yield the same total trim-loss length, the optimizing method requires a significantly lesser number of UL-types in stock than the specifying method. This observation indicates that the TPBNT is more effective than published approaches to reduce manipulation and storage area.
Although the proposed TPBNT algorithm is designed to solve the 1DCSPUL_BNT, it can also solve the basic 1DCSPUL by using infinite bounds. The computational results in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 show that the TPBNT outperforms published algorithms in solving all sets of basic 1DCSPUL instances.
In future research, we may extend the TPBNT to consider other objectives such as
